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ABSTRACT
As Statisticians we are perceived as the “numbers people”, very seldom we are 

considered as artists performing works of art using numbers, instead of paint, 

and using mathematics instead of chisels. Society is quick on its feet if you 

mention Picasso or the Mona Lisa, but try it by mentioning Bayes or the Normal 

Distribution. More often than not, in today’s parlance, the response is invariably 

done via a cell phone, resulting in an emoji looking like this       , which stands for 

‘confused’.

One of the reasons is because we, as Statistical Scientists (interjection - there 

seem to be an evolution that has exploded in just about anyone calling themselves 

Data Scientists without even having an idea of what the implications to the R2

would be, in performing a linear regression using a model without an intercept), 

do not market our art enough. By marketing it, it is meant giving it a buzz, making 

it interesting, enticing and sexy; after all, that is what vital statistics are about.

As a minute appreciation of the foundations laid by our forefathers, this talk is 

about a modest origin of our art, on the one hand, and, on the other hand (notice 

the difference with the economist’s paradigm), the complexities in applying them 

in todays’ challenges. A particular emphasis of the latter is in the field of 

prediction in the Electrical Energy Industry, from its drivers to executive 

decisions.
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Interjection
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Voltage (x)

Current (y)

a = intercept

D1

D2

g = gradient or slope = D1/D2

Model - Linear:  Current = â + ĝ . Voltage
Under this model   Resistance = 1 / ĝ 

By forcing the regression line 
through zero, one can land up 
in having the RSS (numerator) 
> than the TSS (denominator), 
resulting in an R2 < 0. Having a 
different interpretation from 
the usual.



Let’s talk about numbers

Down the memory lane of 
numbers…
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Foundation Chronology note the time spans !
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Evidence: Plimpton 322 Tablet

Columbia Uni. USA

Neanderthals knew how to tally

on “animals” and “days”

BUT No systematic counting

+/- 10 000 BC: Growing food in Tigris & Euphrates, 

Indus, Yangtze, Nile, Mississippi and Amazon, 

the tribes1st systematic effort to count & measure

+/- 2 000 BC: Tigr. & Euph.

Theorem of Pythagoras was

In use BUT No proof

Greeks Obsessed by proof

(i.e. “WHY?”)

+/- 450 BC: Alphabetical 

numeric system invented by

Greeks

1

2
“un-godly”

Un-utterable

Pythagoras:

Proof faced dilemma 

of irrational numbers

Pen + Paper
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Evidence: Plimpton 322 Tablet

Columbia Uni. USA

Neanderthals knew how to tally

on “animals” and “days”

BUT No systematic counting

+/- 10 000 BC: Growing food in Tigris & Euphrates, 

Indus, Yangtze, Nile, Mississippi and Amazon, 

the tribes1st systematic effort to count & measure

+/- 2 000 BC: Tigr. & Euph.

Theorem of Pythagoras was

In use BUT No proof

Greeks Obsessed by proof

(i.e. “WHY?”)

+/- 450 BC: Alphabetical 

numeric system invented by

Greeks

+/- 225 AD: 1st record of Annuities 

by Roman Jurist, Ulpian. 

This work was forgotten for 1400 yrs

This is

a major

Turning

point

With the Hindus in +/- 500 AD:  discovery of a 

Superior numbering system (0,1,…9) with a

ZERO. Sunya (Hindi) and Cifr (Arabic) = EMPTY

+/- 250 AD: Alexandrian Diophantus, 

Symbolic algebra conceptualised BUT  

Seemed impossible: lack of 0 and -ve

+/- 825 AD: Al Kowarismi,

Formulates a treatise in 

arithmetic & algebra (Al jabr)

+/- 1100 AD: Omar Kayyam develops 

squares, cubes & higher powers and

Triang. Arrangem. for their solutions

Pick a number 
between 1 and 20

X  2
+ 12
….

http://www.clipart-graphics.net/cgi-bin/imageFolio_new.cgi?action=view&link=animations/smile&image=smile13.gif&img=
http://www.clipart-graphics.net/cgi-bin/imageFolio_new.cgi?action=view&link=animations/smile&image=smile13.gif&img=
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Evidence: Plimpton 322 Tablet

Columbia Uni. USA

Neanderthals knew how to tally

on “animals” and “days”

BUT No systematic counting

+/- 10 000 BC: Growing food in Tigris & Euphrates, 

Indus, Yangtze, Nile, Mississippi and Amazon, 

the tribes1st systematic effort to count & measure

+/- 2 000 BC: Tigr. & Euph.

Theorem of Pythagoras was

In use BUT No proof

Greeks Obsessed by proof

(i.e. “WHY?”)

+/- 450 BC: Alphabetical 

numeric system invented by

Greeks

+/- 225 AD: 1st record of Annuities 

by Roman Jurist, Ulpian. 

This work was forgotten for 1400 yrs

This is

a major

Turning

point

With the Hindus in +/- 500 AD:  discovery of a 

Superior numbering system (0,1,…9) with a

ZERO. Sunya (Hindi) and Cifr (Arabic) = EMPTY

+/- 250 AD: Alexandrian Diophantus, 

Symbolic algebra conceptualised BUT  

Seemed impossible: lack of 0 and -ve

+/- 825 AD: Al Kowarismi,

Formulates a treatise in 

arithmetic & algebra (Al jabr)

+/- 1100 AD: Omar Kayyam develops 

squares, cubes & higher powers and

Triang. Arrangem. for their solutions

1134: 1st evidence of new numbering 

system in Europe: Sicilian Coin issued by

Normans bearing “1134 Anno Domini” 

1202: at 27 Leonardo Pisano, known as

Fibonacci, publishes “Liber Abaci” explaining

num.system, fractions, proport., extract of sqrt

1494: Luca Paccioli tut. of 

Da Vinci, publish.: princ of

Algebra & Multipl. Tables

1525 AD: @ 25, Girolamo Cardano manuscripted “Liber de Ludo Aleae” (Book on the Game of 

Chance - Aleatory). It seems the 1st serious  effort to develop the statistical principles of 

probability (Latin: probare=test, prove & ilis = able to be  probabilis = able to be proven, tested.

1540: Robert Recorde

“Groundes of Artes”

intro of “+” & “-”

1545: Cardano Algebraic

solutions of quadratic & 

cubic equations

1619: Thomas Gataker “Of the Nature and Use 

of Lots”, writes on the natural & not Divine 

Laws determined outcomes of games of chance

1623: Galileo worked on Cardano’s and 

Published “Sopra le scoperte dei dadi”

(“On dice discoveries”)



The Big Easy way
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0 + 2 = 2
± 1500 yrs ago

470 yrs ago476 yrs ago

1

2

“un-godly”

Un-utterable

Pythagoras:

Proof faced dilemma 

of irrational numbers

± 814 yrs ago

The oldest, shortest words: "yes" and "no" — are those which require the most thought

Pythagoras (Circa 550 BC)
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Let’s get to Bayes’ posterior
G Cardano is regarded as the 

Founding father of Risk Management, 

who also laid the foundations to

Statistical Sciences

Blaise Pascal: French 

Mathematician &

Philosopher

Pierre de Fermat: 

French Mathematician 

& Lawyer

Antoine Gombaud: Aka Chevalier de Mere’

Writer-Mathematician

1654

 )( xXP

Jacob & nephews Nicolaus / Daniel

Bernoulli: Swiss Mathematicians 

JB :in “Ars Conjectandi”

Exposes the 

Law of Large Numbers
But only based on sample observations

From sample to populations

From sample to utility & expectation

From sample to prob. of event | data

DB :in “Exposition of a

New Theory on the

Measurement of Risk”

Writes on Utility &

Expectation

17311713 ph

NB :approaches Abraham 

de Moivre who publishes

“Doctrine of Chances” and 

produces the Bell Curve

1733

Thomas Bayes: “Essay Towards solving a

problem in the Doctrine of chances”, 

Known as the inverse probability it states:

Given the sample data what is the chance

that the probability of its happening in a 

single trial lies somewhere between any 

two degrees of probability that can be named

1764 ph



…this is what he eventually meant

For the Law of Total Probability (due to 
Bayes and Laplace) to be complete, it 
needs to be “calibrated” so that it is: [0;1]  

.

𝑃 𝐵𝑛 𝐴 =
𝑃 𝐵𝑛 . 𝑃(𝐴|𝐵𝑛)

 𝑖=1
𝑚 𝑃 𝐵𝑖 . 𝑃(𝐴|𝐵𝑖)
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Posterior 

Distribution
Prior 

Information

Likelihood 

of A given B



Statistics Schools of Thought
Probability: the quantification of uncertainty

Bayesians
Non-Bayesians

/

Frequentists

Univariate

/

Multivariate
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Bayesian Non-

Bayesian

Bayes Theorem



Moving on…

So, this evolution: from tallying 
up of numbers, their 
representation and manipulation 
to modelling, computing chances 
and quantifying uncertainties, 
culminated into a profession: 
Statistician

12
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Fields of Practice in Statistics

 Technometrics: Engineering, Physics, Chemistry

 Econometrics: Finance, Economics, Accounting

 Biometrics: Medical, Pharmacology

 Geometrics: Spatial statistics, Geology

 Environmetrics: Pollution, Weather

 Psychometrics: HR measures, Surveys

 Riskmetrics: Measures in Risk Management

 Datamining: DoE, Data Validation, storage & DS tools

 Actuarial: Insurance Co.

 Forensics: Investigative statistics

 Etc…



Gas exploration Project
By performing certain tests a Company SG*
would like to determine the probability of gas
deposits in a certain region. The likelihood of
these tests is that they show a true positive
93% of time. The tests will show a false positive
(i.e. Gas presence when in fact there is none)
with a probability of 0.075. The geological
report reflects that the probability of Gas
deposits in that particular region is 0.3. After
performing the test, a presence of Gas was
indicated as positive, SG needs to know the
probability of the existence of a Gas deposit in
that region.

14
* Fictitious name



Problem structure

Definition of events:

Let C define the event of the test being correct

Let G define the event that Gas deposit is found

Given statistics

P(C|G)  = 0.93

P(C|G’) = 0.075

P(G) = 0.30

Required:   P(G | C)

15

Gas exploration Project



Results

Bayes Theorem: P(G|C) = P(C . G) / P(C)

We need to derive and compute:  P(G|C)

P(G|C) = {P(C|G) . P(G)} / {P(C|G) . P(G) + P(C|G') . P(G')}

But P(G') = 1 - P(G) = 1 – 0.30 = 0.70, therefore

P(G|C) = {0.93. 0.30} / {0.93. 0.30 + 0.075 .  0.70} = 0.842

16

Gas exploration Project



Moving on…

So far we had prior statistics on 
the challenges that we were 
exposed to, but no observed / 
sample Data

17



Need for informed decisions
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Challenge  Decision required

Knowledge

Interaction

Information
Statistical
Sciences

Every 2 days, we generate as
much data as all of humanity
did up to 2003.
2020 Forecast (stored): 40 trillion Gb

Knowledge provides insight
to valuable elements and
learning in the decision
making process



“ Data, data everywhere and not 
a drop of knowledge ! ” Dr VM 19
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Why is the camera on iPhone 7 so advanced? It has an improved

Apple-designed image signal processor built into the A10 Fusion chip.

When you take a photo or video, the ISP powers over 100 billion

operations and even uses machine learning to make your images

look amazing. Other improvements include faster focus and improved

local tone mapping and white balance



Issues in Data Analysis (some)

 Suitable framework for Data
handling: strategy for collection,

storage, retrieval (permissions),
analysis, reports repositories, reports
retrievals (permissions), audit trails.

 Size: volume does not necessarily

confer advantage; however there are
cases where very large data-sets (Very
Large Data Arrays – VLA’s) are
necessary

 Human factors: pre-processing of

Data (packaging in computers);
dealing only with observational errors,
both systematic and random; this may
distort and falsify the stochastic
structure underlying the Data

21

Worldwide

Storage Capacity

Doubles every 

9 months



New “stuff” in Data

Early 1990’s: Data Mining by early 2000, 

Fayyad and work at JPL established it (especially in 
the preparation and pre-processing of massive 
datasets)

Classification of Size
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Size Bytes (1995) Bytes (2016)

Tiny 102 1 Mb

Small 103 (kb) 1 Gb

Medium 106 (Mb) 1 Tb

Large 108 103 Tb = 1 Pb

Huge 1010 109 Tb = 1 Zb

Monster 1012 (Gb) 1018 Tb = 1 Gpb

Conversion

1 Bit = Binary Digit

4 Bits = 1 Nibble

8 Bits = 1 Byte

8 Bits = 1 Byte

1000 Bytes = 1 Kilobyte 

1000 Kilobytes = 1 Megabyte 

1000 Megabytes = 1 Gigabyte 

1000 Gigabytes = 1 Terabyte 

1000 Terabytes = 1 Petabyte 

1000 Petabytes = 1 Exabyte

1000 Exabytes = 1 Zettabyte 

1000 Zettabytes = 1 Yottabyte 

1000 Yottabytes = 1 Brontobyte

1000 Brontobytes = 1 Geopbyte 

Emerging mass of Data Scientists, Citizens, 

Custodians, Stewarts, Architects, Visualizers,     

Change Agents, Explorers, Evangelists, etc…

Data Lakes

(raw data)…

Big Data: Volume, Velocity, Variety

 Data structure and methods for
analyses in 1980 would be different
today out of sheer differences in
volumes, velocities and varieties



Statistical Software

There are more than
72 products in the
market

All with different
capabilities

All at different prices

Here are the ones
that our Company
feels comfortable in
recommending

And here are the ones
we currently support
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Application 
to the

Electrical 
Energy 
IndustryAs instruments  Statistica & R blend 

very well !!!
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Forecasting = Prediction in the Time domain

e.g. FD = Forecasting at Distribution node

Primary
Energy

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

Other Generators + IPP

FD

FT

FG

FGO

Fundamental Elements of Forecasting:

Energy Sent Out (ESO), in MWh
Maximum Demand, in MW

Different Time frames:

Hourly, Daily, Weekly, 
Monthly, Yearly



Let’s pick on Generation
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PS1

PS2

PSn
…

…

FG

Capable = Installed Capacity – Planned Maintenance – Forced Outages
Available = Capable – Other Losses

A1

A2

An

…
…

 Used1 = Loaded1 / A1

 Used2 = Loaded2 / A2

 Usedn = Loadedn/ An

…
…

Planned = Given

Predict
Predict



Predicting Forced Outages

Definition of Forced Outage: Energy Losses 
incurred under management control; System 
(e.g. UNIPEDE, NERC,…)

 In RSA we use UNIPEDE  Forced Outage = 
Unplanned Capability Loss Factor (UCLF), 
expressed as Energy Loss / Energy Installed, 
in %

Computed for every Generating Unit (GU)

GU’s UCLFs aggregated for Power Station and 
System as a whole, weighted in terms of GU 
Installed Capacity

28



Predicting Forced Outages …(2)

Properties of UCLFs

Limited between 0 and 1

Particular to every GU (function of age: New, Old,…)

Can depend on Planned Maintenance

Although GUs may be considered independent i.t.o. 
UCLFs, it can happen that due to a GU failing the 
others have to run harder and incur higher risk of 
forced outages.

A Statistical Distribution that tends to fit well 
the UCLF is a two-parameter Beta I type, but a 
3-parameter Non-central Beta I type might be 
more applicable

29



Predicting Forced Outages …(3)

A good UCLF prediction would:

Enable the Power Station management 
team (PSM) to take appropriate actions 
for particular GUs in terms of forced 
outages preparedness.

It would enable the PSM to action the 
planned maintenance in a more 
informed manner with relative 
contingencies plans

30



Conclusion

It’s been a long walk to show that the
successful ability to supply the Electrical
Energy in its value chain is intrinsically
dependent on the validated information
supplied to the accountable management
in its capability to take informed
decisions.
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Does it
HAPPEN



Thank You !
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